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Following on from
Breitling’s surprise hit 
of Baselworld 2006, the
Flying B Chronograph 
adds a complication to the
rectangular model, with
hollowed sub-counters,
mother-of-pearl counters
and knurled dial evoking
the famous Bentley grille.

3 At this month’s Baselworld watch fair, Breitling will unveil yet another take on the

hugely successful ‘for Bentley’ theme – a chronograph based on the unexpected

rectangular-cased Flying B launched last year. This brings the total number of

models created by the Crewe–Grenchen partnership to 11, including the one-off

Masterpiece pocket watch, bought by a private collector in 2004. Here, we look

back on the stratospheric flight path charted by the two ‘winged B’ marques.

Simon de Burton

PerfectLiaison
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(Top) The Bentley Motors T (£5,025) – a special series of the original Motors chronograph, which launched Breitling’s Bentley partnership in December 2002,
seven months before the Continental GT. The engine-turned bezel recalls Bentley’s metallic dashboards. 

(Above Right) The Motors T caseback, embossed with images of three legendary Bentley models. The Speed Six was introduced in 1928 as a more sporting
version of Walter Owen Bentley’s ‘straight-6’ 6.5 litre car of 1926. It would become the most successful racing Bentley, winning Le Mans in 1929 and 1930.
The R Type was the second series of post-war Bentley automobiles, replacing the Crewe factory’s first model, Mark VI – subject of another Breitling for
Bentley launched last year (see Issue 17 – ‘Flying First Class’).

with specially selected retailers and its

own point-of-sale material.

But if Breitling was surprised back 

then, it was us who were surprised last

year, when ‘for Bentley’ threw up the

boldest move that Breitling as a whole

had made for many years – a rectangular

jump-hour watch, the Flying B. All the

automotive cues were present and

correct – knurled dial evoking the

Bentley grille and instruments, subtle

interplay of brushed and polished

surfaces – but the radical shape has

added a whole new dimension. The

case’s austere, cambered curves are just

undeniably ‘Bentley’. And, in keeping with

Breitling’s reputation for chronographs,

this year’s new Flying B model forms 

a logical and impressive progression.

Number crunching
With Bentley having British roots 

(if not British owners), it is not

surprising that the UK has embraced 

the Breitling for Bentley concept more

enthusiastically than almost any other

nation, to the undoubted delight of

Count Franz La Rosee, Breitling UK’s

Managing Director.

When QP asked him the perfectly

straightforward question, “How many

have you sold?” even the always 

co-operative La Rosee was somewhat

lost for words, and wouldn’t even say

what percentage of Breitling sales

overall were accounted for by ‘for

Bentley’ watches. When watch brands

are cagey about numbers – and they

generally are – it is, more often than 

not, out of embarrassment, either

because sales have been pitiful or

because they are making such a vast

number of what they’d have us believe

are ‘exclusive’ watches.
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Technical Specs

Breitling for Bentley 

Flying B Chronograph

Movement: Self-winding calibre
44B; 28,800 vph; 38 jewels; 
COSC-certified chronometer

Functions: Quarter-of-a-second
chronograph, 30-minute and 
12-hour totalisers, big date

Case: Steel/red gold/white gold;
screw-locked crown

Water resistance: 100 m (330 ft)

Dimensions: 38.5 x 58.2 mm

Available: May/June 2007

Price: TBC

We all know that time flies, but it seems

difficult to believe that 2007 marks the fifth

year since Breitling kickstarted a huge watch-

industry trend, forming an alliance with the

revived luxury carmaker Bentley.

And just as we know that time flies, we also

know that timing is everything. From

Breitling’s perspective, the decision to link-up

with the Volkswagen subsidiary back in 2002

couldn’t have been better timed. It enabled

Breitling, hitherto best recognised for its

aviation-inspired watches, to ride the crest of

the wave resulting from the launch of the

Continental GT in July 2003 – a car that quickly

became the best-selling Bentley of all time. 

Since Breitling took the initiative – or just

happened to be the first to get its act

together – several other prestige watch- and

car-makers have leapt into bed with one

another: IWC and AMG; Jaeger-LeCoultre and

Aston Martin; Audemars Piguet and Maserati;

and, most recently, Panerai and Ferrari. None,

however, has quite taken off as well as

Breitling for Bentley. 

No brainer
Much of this success must be down to the

fact that the Continental GT was so expertly

marketed and became such a success story

from day one. At £115,000 when launched, 

it was, in relative terms, the most ‘affordable’

Bentley ever produced, and it arrived just at

the start of an economic boom that straddled

continents and continues to this day. 

For Breitling, the link-up was what is referred

to in the modern vernacular as a ‘no brainer’.

The Bentley was cleverly pitched so that 

it appeared sufficiently expensive to be

prestigious, but not so pricey that only the

super-rich would contemplate buying one 

(as in the case of the £250,000 Rolls-Royce

Phantom, perhaps). And what newly moneyed,

first-time Bentley driver isn’t going to spend

the change left over from a Continental GT 

on the matching watch, when it can be had

for as little as £5,000? 

With 8,500 Bentley cars sold worldwide in

2005 alone, the scope for racking-up some

pretty impressive watch sales was great

indeed and Breitling certainly took advantage

of it. But even the marketing types back at

Grenchen HQ must have been a little

surprised that the Breitling for Bentley

concept proved so successful that, within

three years, they had to turn the collection

into a discrete ‘brand within a brand’, complete

Once the most complex ‘for Bentley’
wristwatch, the Perpetual contains
almost 500 parts and features a
perpetual calendar with moonphase
and quarter-of-a-second chronograph
(now sold out in UK; was £31,315).
When originally launched in 2004, 
it was named after Bentley’s
bespoke coachbuilder Mulliner,
where some 100 craftsmen 
and technicians fulfill the personal
preferences of Bentley customers,
from personalised leather stitching
to extended wheelbases. The
Mulliner moniker has now been
assumed by the limited-edition
Breitling for Bentley tourbillon.



naturally). And in 2004, the unique Masterpiece grand-

complication pocket watch made from 19th-century movement

blanks was sold almost as soon as it was completed. Originally

consigned for auction at Sotheby’s London that December, 

it was withdrawn at the last minute after an American

collector made “a substantial offer that we could not refuse”.

And these are just the ‘official’ editions. During a visit to

Breitling Chronometrie in La Chaux-de-Fonds two years ago, 

I saw one of the imposing ‘6.75’ chronographs having its

caseback set with five small, D-colour diamonds. As

aficionados will know, the back of the 6.75 – named after the

Arnage limousine’s engine size – is an exact miniaturisation 

of an Arnage wheel rim. The five diamonds, of course, were

intended to represent the nuts.

So, with new Breitling for Bentley watch models created 

more quickly than new Bentley models, can they keep up 

the momentum?

“Well, the partnership is a long-term one and is going to last 

at least another five years,” said La Rosee. “And, knowing

Breitling, they will certainly be able to keep up what they have

already started.”

The question is: will Bentley? �

Further information: Breitling UK, Tel: 020 7637 5167, www.breitling.com
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Sold privately in 2004, the Bentley Masterpiece was a one-off minute-repeater pocket watch that cannot and never will be duplicated, since the blanks
required to manufacture such a watch are now rare to the point of being unobtainable. The grand complication’s 19-lignes ‘calibre 117’ was assembled 
on the basis of century-old ébauches from the Breitling archives. The hunter-type case is composed of six parts, adorned on the front and back with a
pattern that mimics the quilted leatherwork of a Bentley.
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The Flying B’s austere,
cambered curves are just
undeniably ‘Bentley’.

Breitling’s surprise hit of Baselworld 2006
was its first ‘shaped-case’ watch, the
Flying B, whose cambered, rectangular
lines echo those of a coupe or cabriolet
car. Also unusual for Breilting was the
jump-hour display. (Steel model pictured;
£8,625 with bracelet, £8,150 with strap.)

In La Rosee’s case it was neither,

however: sales have obviously been

excellent, but certainly not every Tom,

Dick and Harry is wearing a Breitling 

for Bentley (even if all three do seem to

be driving the cars). What I guess to be

the problem here is that there might

almost be as many Breitling for Bentley

watches flying out of retailers in the 

UK as there are ‘ordinary’ mechanical

Breitlings, such as the Navitimer,

Chrono-Matic and so on.

“We would love to give you the

statistics but the problem is our

competitors can deduce a great deal

from a percentage figure, so we would

rather withhold that if you don’t mind,”

explained La Rosee in his usual

disarming manner. 

“What I can tell you is that the Breitling

for Bentley brand has limited

distribution and we only sell it through

fewer than half of our UK retailers – so

around 80 outlets. Many more would

like to stock the watches, but we have

been very selective, in order to target

the right areas. Many Bentley owners

wear our watches, certainly, but there

are also many buyers who have an

affinity with either Breitling, Bentley or,

in most cases, both brands, but do not

own one of the cars.”

Strong demand
But if the standard-production Breitling

for Bentley pieces sell well, the limited-

edition versions seem to sell even

better. The order book’s already full for

the 100-piece Mulliner Tourbillon, still

being made at the rate of just two per

month, each to the owner’s personal

specification – like the cars from

Bentley’s Mulliner ‘custom shop’ (POA,


